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iFood Recipes is free mobile daily new and refreshing recipes application. iFood mobile recipes application is all about
great taste, your cooking and eating enjoyment, and for peoples those are love food and passionate about food.
iFood Recipes is free mobile daily new and refreshing recipes application. iFood mobile recipes application is all about
great taste, your cooking and eating enjoyment, and for peoples those are love food and passionate about food.iFood
mobile recipes application, will brings you brand new recipes for each brand new day. iFood Recipes application, are not
stale and outdated rehashes of the recipes you already have in your recipe diary. iFood mobile recipes application offers
you tasty and easy to prepare recipes of all kinds. Whether you are Quick & Healthy Low-Fat conscious cooking person,
or looking for Healthy dishes that shave calories, fat; iFood Recipes application have all the recipes for you. iFood mobile
recipes, strive to find recipes that are usable with today's food products, food preparation methods and eating styles.
Each recipe has a general information section, ingredients list, and detailed cooking instructions. Surprise your family,
friends, colleagues, or guests by cooking something different something new, that one will never find in any books or
magazines. Key features;
- FREE Registration, application download & installation
- NO HIDDEN cost & complex installation process
- NO hassles to download JAR files
- Easy-to-use for non-professional mobile users
- Compatible with all Java/WAP supported mobile phones, Symbians, PDAs, Pocket PCs, and Smartphones
- Recipes of different kinds, different taste
- NO need any cooking experience
- Each recipe has general information, ingredients list, and detailed cooking instructions
- Recipes are categorized into; Dinner Recipes, Healthy Recipes, Entertaining Recipes, Baking Recipes
- Everyday brand new recipes
- Share recipes with your friend, family, and colleagues.
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